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- The iTraxx index roll into the new S32 series commenced on Friday September 20th, affecting Tabula ETFs
linked to the iTraxx Europe (Main) and iTraxx Crossover indices.
- MarkIT publishes a new series of their iTraxx CDS Indices semi-annually on March 20th and September 20th.
The Europe (Main) index (125 equally weighted Investment Grade names) and the Crossover (75 equally
weighted Sub-investment Grade names) are updated based on liquidity and sector criteria.
- The new index series which has an initial duration of 5.25 years and is known as the “on-the-run” series is
bought, while the “off-the-run” series with 4.75 years duration, is sold. By rolling into the most current series
investors try to materialize a roll-yield and maintain a high liquidity profile.
- Index methodology changes: Starting with the S32 roll, the previous sector caps in both indices were loosened
to allow for more flexibility while increasing the importance of liquidity as a selection factor.

S32 iTraxx Europe (Main) constituent changes
Ins: Peugeot (Autos), Unibail-Rodamco (Real Estate), Koninklijke DSM (Life Science), PostNL (Logistics), Wendel
(Industrial), Thales (Defense).
Outs: Experian (Travel), Auchan (Consumer), Reckitt Benckiser (Consumer), Sodexo (Consumer), RELX (TMT),
Wolters Kluwer (TMT).
The new rule favours Autos & Industrials as they typically have more names with particularly high liquidity
explaining the tilt from Consumers to Auto which contributed to the 54.3 bps wider spread in the new series.
The main driver for the wider spread is still coming from the duration extension of 6 months though.

S32 iTraxx Crossover constituent changes
Ins: Auchan (Consumer), Schaeffler (Auto), Crown European Holdings (Industrial), Europcar (Auto), Verisure
(Consumer), Faurecia (Auto), Cirsa (Consumer), Teollisuuden Voima (Energy), Volvo Car AB (Autos).
Outs: Peugeot (Auto), Galp (Energy), Lagardere (Communication), Pizza Express (Consumer), Thomas Cook
(Leisure), WindTre (Communication), Vue (Consumer), Cable & Wireless (Communication).
Similar to iTraxx Europe the new flexibility increased the Auto part of the index. With two troubled names
with very wide spreads (Pizza Express & Thomas Cook) leaving the index the spread of the S32 series got
significantly tighter. Thomas Cook, in particular, left the portfolio one trading day before defaulting on 23rd
of September. The duration extension added ~15bps but the composition change dragged ~50bps setting the
new spread level at 215 bps.

European Performance Credit
The Tabula European Performance Credit UCITS ETF (TCEP),
rolled its position in iTraxx Europe as well as iTraxx
Crossover with a positive tracking of 5.8 bps due to better
execution of the roll. The wider spread of iTraxx Europe S32
vs. S31 was not enough to compensate for the substantial
tightening in Crossover in S32 resulting in a now average
spread of 242bps for the ETF.
The updated estimated 12 months yield now stands at 2.96%
p.a net after fees.
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For professional investors only
*The estimated yield calculation involves ageing and repricing the fund portfolio and assuming the spread curves remain constant. The
calculation involves several assumptions and approximations including around the fund composition remaining constant, rebalancing/rolls
and interpolation. The estimated yield is not a guarantee of future returns, which will vary based on market price changes.

European Crossover Long and Short
The Tabula European iTraxx Crossover Credit UCITS ETF
(TECC) managed to generate 7.4 bps positive tracking by
better execution of the roll. The 12-months yield estimate
reduced to 2.10% due to the tighter spread in S32 of iTraxx
Crossover. The credit duration lengthened to 5.25 years,
combined with the current notional-to-NAV ration of 0.88
bringing the credit sensitivity DV01 to 4.8.
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Tabula European iTraxx Crossover Credit Short UCITS ETF
(TECS) exhibited -6.7 bps of tracking in executing the roll,
but reduced the negative 12-months yield estimate to now
-5.38% due to lower spread & roll. The ETF therefore got
cheaper as a tool to speculate on widening spreads while
increasing the credit sensitivity DV01 to now -6.4 due to
lengthening of the credit duration.
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Important information
This document is issued by Cheyne Capital Management (UK) LLP (“Cheyne Capital”), a limited liability partnership registered in England and
Wales (Registered no. OC321484 – registered address: Stornoway House, 13 Cleveland Row, London, SW1A 1DH, United Kingdom). Cheyne
Capital is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”). Tabula Investment Management Limited (“Tabula”) is an
Appointed Representative of Cheyne Capital. Tabula is a private limited company registered in England and Wales (Registered no. 11286661).
Business address: 6th Floor, Denham Building, 27 St James’s Street, London SW1A 1HA. The Tabula European Performance Credit UCITS ETF
(EUR), Tabula European iTraxx Crossover Credit UCITS ETF (EUR), Tabula European iTraxx Crossover Credit Short UCITS ETF (the “Funds”)
and Tabula J.P. Morgan Global Credit Volatility Premium Index UCITS ETF (EUR) are open-ended investment funds with variable capital having
segregated liability between their funds organised under the laws of Ireland and authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland. This material is
for distribution to Professional Clients (as defined by the FCA or MiFID Rules) and Qualified Investors only and should not be relied upon by
any other persons. Tabula has not considered the suitability of this investment against your individual needs and risk tolerance. The data
displayed provides summary information, any decision to invest must be based solely on the information contained in the Fund’s Prospectus,
Key Investor Information Document and the latest half-yearly report and unaudited accounts and/or annual report and audited accounts,
when available, free from your broker, financial adviser or Tabula Investment Management Limited. It is the responsibility of every person
reading this document to satisfy himself as to the full observance of the laws of any relevant country, including obtaining any government
or other consent which may be required or observing any other formality which needs to be observed in that country and which might be
relevant to the subscription, purchase, holding, exchange, redemption or disposal of any investments. No provider of information presented
here, including index and ratings information is liable for damages or losses of any type arising from use of their information nor breach of
such legislation or for any losses relating to the accuracy, completeness or use of information in this communication, including consequential
loss. No warranty of accuracy is given and no liability in respect of any error or omission is accepted. No sale will be made in any jurisdiction
in which the offer, solicitation, or sale is not authorised or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make the offer, solicitation or sale. This
document does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy interests in any product and may not be used to make such an
offer. The information contained in this document, especially as regards portfolio construction/parameter-type information, reflects the
current thinking of Tabula IM and may be changed or modified in response to its perception of changing market conditions, or otherwise,
without further notice to you. Accordingly, the information herein, in respect of investment products and services, should be considered
indicative of Tabula IM current opinion and should not be relied on in making any investment decisions. This document is not, and under no
circumstances is to be construed as an advertisement or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares in the United States or
Canada. This document is not aimed at persons who are resident in the United States, Canada or any province or territory thereof, where
the Fund/securities are not authorised or registered for distribution and where no prospectus has been filed with any securities commission
or regulatory authority. The Funds/securities may not be acquired or owned by, or acquired with the assets of, an ERISA Plan. Investment in
the products mentioned in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and
should not be the sole factor of consideration when selecting a product. The price of the investments may go up or down and the investor
may not get back the amount invested. Your income is not fixed and may fluctuate. The value of investments involving exposure to foreign
currencies can be affected by exchange rate movements. We remind you that the levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation can change.
In respect of the products mentioned this document is intended for information purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or
an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy the securities described within. Benchmark source: the iTraxx European Performance
Credit Index, the iTraxx Crossover Long Credit Index and the iTraxx Crossover Short Credit Index referenced herein are the property of Markit
Indices Limited and are used under license. The J.P. Morgan Global Credit Volatility Premium Index referenced herein is the property of J.P.
Morgan Securities PLC and is used under license.
© 2019 Tabula Investment Management Limited.

For professional investors only
*The estimated yield calculation involves ageing and repricing the fund portfolio and assuming the spread curves remain constant. The
calculation involves several assumptions and approximations including around the fund composition remaining constant, rebalancing/rolls
and interpolation. The estimated yield is not a guarantee of future returns, which will vary based on market price changes.

